
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stewards:Stewards:Stewards:Stewards: S. Callanan (A/Chairman), & J. Petzer (HT) (Stewards), T. Vanderstok (F) & B. Jarmen 

(M) (Cadet Stewards), A. Deakin, K. Rayson, R. Seneca, L. Martin & J. Hittman (Deputy 
Stewards), Dr P. Horridge & B. Agnew (Veterinary Surgeons). 

 
TRACKTRACKTRACKTRACK::::    Soft 5Soft 5Soft 5Soft 5            (Track with a reasonable amount of give in 
it) 
     Downgraded to a Soft 6 at 11.05 am      (Moist but not a badly affected 
track) 
    
RAILRAILRAILRAIL: : : : Out 11 metres 1200 metres to winning post, out 2 metres 2000 metres to 1800 metres, Out 11 metres 1200 metres to winning post, out 2 metres 2000 metres to 1800 metres, Out 11 metres 1200 metres to winning post, out 2 metres 2000 metres to 1800 metres, Out 11 metres 1200 metres to winning post, out 2 metres 2000 metres to 1800 metres, 

out 8 metres out 8 metres out 8 metres out 8 metres remainder. Sectional 615 metres.remainder. Sectional 615 metres.remainder. Sectional 615 metres.remainder. Sectional 615 metres. 
    
WEATHERWEATHERWEATHERWEATHER: : : : ShoweryShoweryShoweryShowery    
 
RIDER CHANGES:RIDER CHANGES:RIDER CHANGES:RIDER CHANGES:  

    
RaceRaceRaceRace    HorseHorseHorseHorse    RiderRiderRiderRider    Replaced ByReplaced ByReplaced ByReplaced By    ReasonReasonReasonReason    

3 IDIDITFORLOVE C. Rawiller J. Opperman Not riding at meeting 

5 DUKE OF PLUMPTON 

(NZ) 
     “ S. Logan      “ 

7 DECLARES WAR P. Moloney K. Crowther      “ 

8 TE ATA L. Neindorf D. Tourneur      “ 

9 DONE BY ME C. Rawiller M. Collett      “ 

9 FOUR OF A KIND L. Neindorf K. Crowther       “ 

 
------------------------------------ 

 
RACE 1: RACE 1: RACE 1: RACE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP ----    1111222200 Metres00 Metres00 Metres00 Metres    
 
ALSVIOR ALSVIOR ALSVIOR ALSVIOR (P. Gatt) - at the entrance to the straight was taken wider by LAKE’S FOLLY, which 
shifted out to improve. Rider reported in relation to the gelding’s performance that it did not feel 
comfortable in its action when placed under pressure in the straight. A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
HEYINGTON STATIONHEYINGTON STATIONHEYINGTON STATIONHEYINGTON STATION (J. Toeroek) - jumped away awkwardly. Laid out under pressure in the 
straight.  
 
IRONCLAD (GB)IRONCLAD (GB)IRONCLAD (GB)IRONCLAD (GB) (T. Pannell) - from its wide barrier shifted in to obtain cover.  
 
LAKE'S FOLLYLAKE'S FOLLYLAKE'S FOLLYLAKE'S FOLLY (J. Eaton) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event, and in the 
vicinity of the 800 metres became awkwardly placed on the heels of AMBIDAZZLE for a short 
distance. At the entrance to the straight shifted out to improve and in doing so took ALSVIOR 

wider. Inclined to lay out under pressure in the straight.  
 
ATENATENATENATEN (B. Vorster) - jumped away awkwardly. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the 
event. In the vicinity of the 900 metres rolled out slightly and bumped with AMBIDAZZLE.  
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RARARARACE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP CE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP CE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP CE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP ----    1200 Metres1200 Metres1200 Metres1200 Metres    (cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)    
 
AMBIDAZZLEAMBIDAZZLEAMBIDAZZLEAMBIDAZZLE (J. Holder) - jumped away awkwardly. In the vicinity of the 900 metres bumped 
with ATEN, which rolled out when being restrained.  
 
 
RACE 2: RACE 2: RACE 2: RACE 2: WHITE MARQUEE MAIDEN PLATE WHITE MARQUEE MAIDEN PLATE WHITE MARQUEE MAIDEN PLATE WHITE MARQUEE MAIDEN PLATE ----    1111222200 Metres00 Metres00 Metres00 Metres 
 
DAILY SPIRITDAILY SPIRITDAILY SPIRITDAILY SPIRIT (J. Holder) - jumped away awkwardly. In the vicinity of the 800 metres bumped 
with LOTTIE’S THE BOSS, which rolled out.  
 
LOTTIE'S THE BOSSLOTTIE'S THE BOSSLOTTIE'S THE BOSSLOTTIE'S THE BOSS (J. Eaton) - in the vicinity of the 800 metres rolled out and bumped DAILY 
SPIRIT.  
 
MISS AMANAPMISS AMANAPMISS AMANAPMISS AMANAP (B. Vorster) - rider was reminded of his obligations under AR131(b) to ensure he 
rides his mounts out to the end of the race. A post-race veterinary examination revealed the filly 
to be lame in the near foreleg. Trainer, Mr M. Webb was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of 
Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race start.  
 
POINT BLAZEPOINT BLAZEPOINT BLAZEPOINT BLAZE (P. Gatt) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.  
 
SO BENESO BENESO BENESO BENE (J. Toeroek) - raced greenly when placed under pressure in the straight.  
 
TURFITT TURFITT TURFITT TURFITT (J. Maund) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event. Laid out under 
pressure over the final 200 metres of the event.  
 
 
RACE 3: CHALK HILL HANDICAP RACE 3: CHALK HILL HANDICAP RACE 3: CHALK HILL HANDICAP RACE 3: CHALK HILL HANDICAP ----    1111111100 Metres00 Metres00 Metres00 Metres 
 
IDIDITFORLOVEIDIDITFORLOVEIDIDITFORLOVEIDIDITFORLOVE (J. Opperman) - laid in over the concluding stages of the event. Rider pleaded 
guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior 
to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. In determining penalty Stewards had regard for the 
totality of the use of the whip by J. Opperman and noted that he used it on two occasions over 

the final 100 metres of the event.  
 
TEQUILA TIMETEQUILA TIMETEQUILA TIMETEQUILA TIME (J Holder) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Rider pleaded 
guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that he used his whip on more than five occasions prior 
to the 100 metres and was fined $100. In determining penalty Stewards had regard for the totality 
of the use of the whip by J. Holder and noted that he used it on four occasions over the final 100 
metres of the event.  
 
BLOWBLOWBLOWBLOW    TORCHTORCHTORCHTORCH (B. Vorster) - jumped away awkwardly. Inclined to lay in under pressure in the 
straight.  
 
SIZZLEFLYSIZZLEFLYSIZZLEFLYSIZZLEFLY (T. Pannell) - jumped away awkwardly. A post-race veterinary examination revealed 
no visible abnormalities. 
 
OH MOOH MOOH MOOH MO (D. Tourneur) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event.  
 
ROCK HARDROCK HARDROCK HARDROCK HARD (S. Metcalfe) - jumped away awkwardly. Over-raced in the early and middle stages 
of the event. Hung out rounding the home turn and under pressure in the straight. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
    
    
RACE 4: RACE 4: RACE 4: RACE 4: TAB ADELAIDE CUP DAY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP TAB ADELAIDE CUP DAY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP TAB ADELAIDE CUP DAY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP TAB ADELAIDE CUP DAY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP ----    1111050050050050    MetresMetresMetresMetres    
 
CALL IT A DAYCALL IT A DAYCALL IT A DAYCALL IT A DAY (J. Opperman) - jumped away awkwardly and as a result was slow into stride. 
Held up for a short distance from the 400 metres until shortly after entering the straight. When 
questioned in relation to the tactics he adopted in today’s event in that he settled further back, 
rider explained that his instructions were to settle mid-field or better; however, after beginning 
awkwardly he was obliged to settle further back and ride for luck in the event. Lost its off hind 
plate during the event.  
 
    
    
    



 

  

 

    
RACE 4: TAB ADELAIDE CUP DRACE 4: TAB ADELAIDE CUP DRACE 4: TAB ADELAIDE CUP DRACE 4: TAB ADELAIDE CUP DAY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP AY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP AY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP AY, MONDAY MARCH 8 HANDICAP ----    1050 Metres1050 Metres1050 Metres1050 Metres    (cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)    
 
THE MOBOTTHE MOBOTTHE MOBOTTHE MOBOT (J. Eaton) - jumped away awkwardly and was slow to begin. Rider explained in 
relation to the mare’s poor performance that after losing ground on jumping away the horse 
struggled to finish the race off and was disappointing with its efforts in today’s event. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
LITTLE RICH BOYLITTLE RICH BOYLITTLE RICH BOYLITTLE RICH BOY (S. Metcalfe) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event. Laid out 
under pressure in the straight. Lost its near hind plate during the event.  
 
BASTYANBASTYANBASTYANBASTYAN (T. Pannell) - jumped away awkwardly.  
 
GAMBLER'S GIRLGAMBLER'S GIRLGAMBLER'S GIRLGAMBLER'S GIRL (S. So) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination on arrival on course as it 
had not raced since October 2019 and was passed fit to start. Weakened from approaching the 
200 metres. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
LA VITALA VITALA VITALA VITA (J. Holder) - laid out under pressure over the concluding stages of the event.  
 
 
RACE 5: RACE 5: RACE 5: RACE 5: SOUL GROWERS HANDICAP SOUL GROWERS HANDICAP SOUL GROWERS HANDICAP SOUL GROWERS HANDICAP ----    1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres    
 
CHAROSSACHAROSSACHAROSSACHAROSSA (J. Holder) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted out. Lost its near fore plate during 
the event.  
 
RITRATTORITRATTORITRATTORITRATTO (J. Eaton) - approaching the winning post shifted out abruptly.  
 
DUKE OF PLUMPTONDUKE OF PLUMPTONDUKE OF PLUMPTONDUKE OF PLUMPTON (S. Logan) - on jumping away bumped with SAFIN, which shifted out. Rider 
explained in relation to the gelding’s performance that it had settled where she had expected in a 
mid-field position. When asked to improve in the vicinity of the 500 metres she commenced her 
run three wide; however, the gelding commenced to hang out and was disappointing with its 
efforts to the finish. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.  
 
SAFIN SAFIN SAFIN SAFIN (T. Pannell) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and bumped DUKE OF PLUMPTON. 
Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.  
 
NASEEBNASEEBNASEEBNASEEB (J. Opperman) - shortly after the start was unable to improve its position due to 
CHAROSSA shifting out. Held up for clear running from shortly after the entrance to the straight 
until near the 200 metres and was obliged to shift out to obtain clear ground.  
 
DIPLOMATIC MEASUREDIPLOMATIC MEASUREDIPLOMATIC MEASUREDIPLOMATIC MEASURE (B. Vorster) - raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. Raced wide 
without cover throughout the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP ----    2040204020402040    MetresMetresMetresMetres    
 
ROSELLI STINGROSELLI STINGROSELLI STINGROSELLI STING (S. Metcalfe) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. In the 
vicinity of the 900 metres appeared to lose contact with the field. When questioned in relation to 
her riding between the 1000 metres and 700 metres when her mount appeared to lose contact 
with the field as the pace in the race quickened S. Metcalfe explained that her instructions in 
today’s event were to settle at the rear and allow the gelding to have one last run at the field. She 
added that ROSELLI STING raced keenly in the early stages of the event and in the vicinity of the 
800 metres when the pace quickened she was caught off guard and the gelding commenced to 
race off the bridle and was left flat footed. She further added that from approaching the 800 
metres she encouraged her mount by slapping it down the shoulder and riding more vigorously 
to allow ROSELLI STING to improve into the race. She stated that from that point on the gelding 
initially struggled to pick the bit up and improve; however, from in the vicinity of the 500 metres 
commenced to improve and finished the race off strongly. Stewards considered her evidence and 
after viewing the vision and acting on their own observations advised S. Metcalfe she should have 
encouraged her mount with more vigor sooner than she had, that being from when the pace 
quickened at approximately the 900 metres, and should have made a greater effort to maintain 
contact with the field from inside the 900 metres until approaching the 700 metres. She was 
further advised to ride in a manner which does not invite question from the Stewards in future.  
 
OURKHANI OURKHANI OURKHANI OURKHANI (J. Toeroek) - jumped away awkwardly. Laid in under pressure in the straight. A post-
race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 



 

  

 

 
RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP RACE 6: TAB LONG MAY WE PLAY HANDICAP ----    2040 Metres2040 Metres2040 Metres2040 Metres    (cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)    
 
MOTELL MOTELL MOTELL MOTELL (K. Zechner) - from its wide barrier shifted in to obtain cover. Laid out under pressure in 
the straight. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
MONTEFERRANTEMONTEFERRANTEMONTEFERRANTEMONTEFERRANTE (J. Eaton) - co-trainer, Mr T. McEvoy, advised Stewards prior to the event of a 
change of tactics in that he would instruct his rider to attempt to be more forward in today’s 
event. Settled in the box seat. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.  
 
MASTER OF MASTER OF MASTER OF MASTER OF ZERPRISEZERPRISEZERPRISEZERPRISE (J. Eaton) - jumped away awkwardly.  
 
EXALTED BEASTEXALTED BEASTEXALTED BEASTEXALTED BEAST (J. Holder) - in the vicinity of the 900 metres was allowed to stride forward to 
settle outside the leader. Laid out under pressure in the straight.  
 
CONNERMARA ROSECONNERMARA ROSECONNERMARA ROSECONNERMARA ROSE (D. Tourneur) - in the vicinity of the 1000 metres was allowed to stride 
forward to take up a position in the lead.  
 
 
RACE 7: RACE 7: RACE 7: RACE 7: HOLDFAST INSURANCE BIRTHDAY CUPHOLDFAST INSURANCE BIRTHDAY CUPHOLDFAST INSURANCE BIRTHDAY CUPHOLDFAST INSURANCE BIRTHDAY CUP    ----    2040 2040 2040 2040 MetresMetresMetresMetres 
 
MONGOLIAN MARSHAL (NZ)MONGOLIAN MARSHAL (NZ)MONGOLIAN MARSHAL (NZ)MONGOLIAN MARSHAL (NZ) (T. Pannell) - from its wide barrier shifted in to obtain cover. Hung 
out under pressure in the straight.  
 
EPERDUMENTEPERDUMENTEPERDUMENTEPERDUMENT (P. Gatt) - Stewards permitted P. Gatt to ride the mare 0.5 kg over its declared 
weight of 54.5 kg. Shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Inclined to lay out under 
pressure in the straight. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that he used his 
whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was fined $400. In determining 
penalty Stewards had regard for the totality of the use of the whip by P. Gatt and noted that he 
used it on seven occasions over the final 100 metres.  
 
DECLARES WARDECLARES WARDECLARES WARDECLARES WAR (K. Crowther) - jumped away awkwardly.  
 
FAROOQFAROOQFAROOQFAROOQ (B. Vorster) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. In the vicinity of 
the 200 metres rider accidentally dropped his whip.  
 
SIKORSKYSIKORSKYSIKORSKYSIKORSKY (J. Toeroek) - Stewards permitted J. Toeroek to ride the gelding 0.5 kg over its 
declared weight of 54.0 kg. Rider explained in relation to the gelding’s performance that it was 

very disappointing in today’s event, was inclined to race keenly and when asked to improve from 
in the vicinity of the 500 metres failed to respond to his riding and was disappointing to the finish. 
A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
DON'TDREAMIT'SOVER DON'TDREAMIT'SOVER DON'TDREAMIT'SOVER DON'TDREAMIT'SOVER (J. Eaton) - held up for a short distance at the entrance to the straight.  
 
SERIOUS SPENDERSERIOUS SPENDERSERIOUS SPENDERSERIOUS SPENDER (J. Holder) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
MEDIEVAL MISSMEDIEVAL MISSMEDIEVAL MISSMEDIEVAL MISS (D. Tourneur) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event.  
 
EXALTED CRAFTSMANEXALTED CRAFTSMANEXALTED CRAFTSMANEXALTED CRAFTSMAN (S. Logan) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination on arrival on 
course as it had not raced since September 2019 and was passed fit to start.  
 
    
RACE 8: RACE 8: RACE 8: RACE 8: ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP ----    1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres 
    
RESERVE STREETRESERVE STREETRESERVE STREETRESERVE STREET (J. Eaton) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted out. Rider pleaded guilty to a 
charge under AR131(b) in that she failed to ride her mount out to the end of the race and in the 
opinion of Stewards costing it tenth place and was fined $200. Rider explained in relation to the 
gelding’s performance that it was disappointing in today’s event. A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
CAFE TORTONICAFE TORTONICAFE TORTONICAFE TORTONI (T. Pannell) - inside the 1000 metres was momentarily inconvenienced when it 
bumped with ZOULAH, which was taken out.  
 
SPLASH SOME CASH SPLASH SOME CASH SPLASH SOME CASH SPLASH SOME CASH (M. Henderson) - raced keenly in the middle stages of the event and inside 
the 1000 metres became awkward on the heels of TE ATA, shifted out and bumped ZOULAH.  
 



 

  

 

    
RACE 8: ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP RACE 8: ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP RACE 8: ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP RACE 8: ADELAIDE GALVANISING HANDICAP ----    1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres    (cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d) 
    
TE ATATE ATATE ATATE ATA (D. Tourneur) - lost its off hind plate during the event.  
 
ZOULAHZOULAHZOULAHZOULAH (B. Vorster) - inside the 1000 metres bumped with SPLASH SOME CASH, which shifted 
out and as a result was taken out and bumped with CAFÉ TORTONI.  
 
GOOD GIRL BELLAGOOD GIRL BELLAGOOD GIRL BELLAGOOD GIRL BELLA (S. Logan) - became loose in the parade ring prior to being captured. 
Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and was passed fit to start. Raced keenly in the early 
and middle stages of the event.  
 
IT'S MAGICIT'S MAGICIT'S MAGICIT'S MAGIC (S. Fawke) - Stewards permitted S. Fawke to ride the gelding 0.5 kg over its declared 
weight of 54.0 kg.  
 
AZZUREOUSAZZUREOUSAZZUREOUSAZZUREOUS (S. Metcalfe) - rider reported that the gelding never travelled during the event. Rider 
pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that she used her whip on more than five 
occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. In determining penalty Stewards had 
regard for the totality of the use of the whip by S. Metcalfe and noted that she used it on three 
occasions over the final 100 metres of the event.  
 
 
RACE 9: RACE 9: RACE 9: RACE 9: FURPHY HANDICAP FURPHY HANDICAP FURPHY HANDICAP FURPHY HANDICAP ----    1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres 
 
The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes.  
    
PINDARICPINDARICPINDARICPINDARIC (J. Eaton) - hung in throughout the event. Approaching the 800 metres rolled in 
slightly.  
 
PLAISIR PLAISIR PLAISIR PLAISIR (S. Fawke) - which was in the adjoining stall to DONE BY ME, which became cast and 
kicked out, underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and was passed fit to start. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
BAR GEMBAR GEMBAR GEMBAR GEM (E. Boyd) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Rider pleaded guilty to a 
charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that she used her whip on more than five occasions prior to the 
100 metres and was reprimanded. In determining penalty Stewards had regard for the totality of 
the use of the whip by E. Boyd and noted that she used it on four occasions of the final 100 metres 
of the event.  
 
DONE BY MEDONE BY MEDONE BY MEDONE BY ME (M. Collett) - stable representative, Mr T. Stokes, advised Stewards prior to the event 
of a change of tactics in that he would instruct his rider to attempt to lead in today’s event with 
the addition of blinkers for the first time. Became fractious in its barrier stall after being loaded 
and became cast for some time. Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and was ruled unfit 

to start. Acting on this advice Stewards withdrew DONE BY ME at 5.16 pm. Mr T. Stokes was 
advised that the mare was now required to prove tractable in the barriers in an Official Barrier 
Trial prior to a future race start.  
 
DOES IT (NZ)DOES IT (NZ)DOES IT (NZ)DOES IT (NZ) (J. Toeroek) - slow into stride and shorty after shifted in to obtain cover.  
 
OCEAN REWARDOCEAN REWARDOCEAN REWARDOCEAN REWARD (T. Pannell) - approaching the 800 metres shifted in and away from PINDARIC, 
which rolled in slightly onto ALL IN WAR.  
 
FOUR OF A KINDFOUR OF A KINDFOUR OF A KINDFOUR OF A KIND (K. Crowther) - inclined to lay in over the final 150 metres of the event.  
 
KALAMONKALAMONKALAMONKALAMON (J. Maund) - inside the 100 metres raced in restricted room for a short distance 

between ALL IN WAR and DOES IT (NZ), was obliged to be restrained and shifted in to obtain 
clear running.  
 
ALL IN WARALL IN WARALL IN WARALL IN WAR (B. Vorster) - approaching the 800 metres was obliged to be steadied as OCEAN 
REWARD shifted in and away from PINDARIC. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no 
visible abnormalities. 
 
LADY PAVLI CHENKOLADY PAVLI CHENKOLADY PAVLI CHENKOLADY PAVLI CHENKO (P. Gatt) - jumped away awkwardly. When questioned in relation to the 
mare’s performance rider explained that the mare travelled well during the event; however, when 
asked for an effort shortly after entering the straight LADY PAVLI CHENKO failed to let down as 
he had expected and was disappointing to the finish. A post-race veterinary examination revealed 
no visible abnormalities. 



 

  

 

 
RACE 9: FURPHY HANDICAP RACE 9: FURPHY HANDICAP RACE 9: FURPHY HANDICAP RACE 9: FURPHY HANDICAP ----    1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres1600 Metres    (cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d)(cont’d) 
 
Correct weight for this event was delayed to allow the Stewards to hear a protest lodged by J. 
Holder (MIDNIGHT STORM) placed second, against PINDARIC (J. Eaton) being declared the 
winner on the grounds of alleged interference over the final 250 metres of the event. After 
considering the evidence, viewing the vision and acting on their own observations Stewards 

dismissed the protest. At a subsequent inquiry J. Holder pleaded guilty to a charge under AR219(5) 
in that he lodged a protest, which in the opinion of Stewards was frivolous, and was fined $200. 
In assessing penalty Stewards took into account J. Holder’s excellent record under this rule, his 
years of race riding experience and other mitigating factors.  
 
 

--------------------------------------- 
 
PREPREPREPRE----RACE BLOOD SAMPLES (RACE BLOOD SAMPLES (RACE BLOOD SAMPLES (RACE BLOOD SAMPLES (20202020):):):):    
    

Blood samples were taken from the following horses for, but not limited to, TCO2 purposes: 
 
Race 3 - TEQUILA TIME, SIZZLEFLY, OH MO, ROCK HARD.  
Race 6 - OURKHANI, MONTEFERRANTE, EXALTED BEAST, CONNERMARA ROSE. 
Race 7 - MONGOLIAN MARSHAL (NZ), EPERDUMENT, DECLARES WAR, SIKORSKY, 

DON’TDREAMIT’SOVER (GB), MEDIEVAL MISS.  
Race 9 - PINDARIC, PLAISIR, BAR GEM, EXCELTARA, OCEAN REWARD, ALL IN WAR.  
 

--------------------------------------- 
 
ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (10101010):):):):    
 
Race 1 – IRONCLAD (GB) (winner) 
Race 2 – DAILY SPIRIT (winner) 
Race 3 – IDIDITFORLOVE (winner) 
Race 4 – LITTLE RICH BOY (winner 
Race 5 – RITRATTO (winner) 
Race 6 – HOBO BOB (winner) 
Race 7 – DECLARES WAR (winner) 
Race 7 - EPERDUMENT (second) 
Race 8 – GOOD GIRL BELLA (winner) 
Race 9 – PINDARIC (winner) 
 

--------------------------------------- 
 

SUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARY    
FINESFINESFINESFINES    Race 3 - J. Holder (TEQUILA TIME) - Fined $100 - AR132(7)(a)(ii) - 

Whip offence [+3]. 
Race 7 - P. Gatt (EPERDUMENT) - Fined $400 - AR132(7)(a)(ii) - 
Whip offence [+4]. 
Race 8 - J. Eaton (RESERVE STREET) - Fined $200 - AR131(b) - 
Failing to ride her mount out to the end of the race.  
Race 9 - J. Holder (MIDNIGHT STORM) - Fined $200 - AR219(5) - 
Frivolous protest.  

SEVERE SEVERE SEVERE SEVERE 

REPRIMANDSREPRIMANDSREPRIMANDSREPRIMANDS    
Nil 

REPRIMANDSREPRIMANDSREPRIMANDSREPRIMANDS    Race 3 - J. Opperman (IDIDITFORLOVE) - AR132(7)(a)(ii) - Whip 
offence [+1].  
Race 8 - S. Metcalfe (AZZUREOUS) - AR132(7)(a)(ii) - Whip offence 
[+1].  
Race 9 - E. Boyd (BAR GEM) - AR132(7)(a)(ii) - Whip offence [+3]. 

SUSPENSIONSSUSPENSIONSSUSPENSIONSSUSPENSIONS    Nil 
HORSE ACTIONSHORSE ACTIONSHORSE ACTIONSHORSE ACTIONS    Race 2 - MISS AMANAP - Not to race - Vet Cert of Fitness required 

prior to a future trial or race start - Lame near foreleg.  
Race 8 - DONE BY ME - Suspended - Must prove tractable in the 
barriers prior to a future race - Fractious in the barrier.  

ADJOURNED ADJOURNED ADJOURNED ADJOURNED 

INQUIRIESINQUIRIESINQUIRIESINQUIRIES    
Nil 



 

  

 

MEDICAL MEDICAL MEDICAL MEDICAL 

CLEARANCECLEARANCECLEARANCECLEARANCE    
Nil 

 


